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For retailers seeking textiles integrating high-end quality 
at competitive prices, Winitex has a wide range of 
innovative designs for women, men and kids, that suit 
distinct fashion taste, and able to penetrate globe 
markets. Hereby customers can benet from premium 
massive production with such a brand, intensely focused 
on innovation and creation.
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DENIM MANUFACTURING
Capacity: 1.5 Million Meters / Month
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SNAPSHOTS FROM WINITEX CO.
Capacity: 200,000 PCS / MONTH
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    A future oriented company, Winitex is a signicant 
company that is located in Giza, Egypt. Our company 
emphasizes on the importance of producing qualitative 
and innovative designs and exporting its differentiated 
products world-wide.

ABOUT US



MISSION
Over the past two decades, Winitex has been one of the most 
reputable apparel manufactures in Egypt. We are a free zone 
vertically integrated company that supplies itself from raw 
materials to ready made garments. Winitex always seeks 
provide the best-selected quality of Woven and Knits 
products with relatively competitive prices. Our products 
have a large databases, that started in United States market 
and expanded to Europe.



VISION 
The facility’s strategy aims to place itself stronger in the global 
market. Hence the facility is processing to launch new product 
lines that that could trigger different markets, and cope with 
the rapidly growing market with its changing fashion trends 
and styles.







DEPARTMENTS

Specialized workers assigned to determine fabric consumption and trims 
needed for the product. The department adheres to the clients’ demands 
and inquires through developing initial samples all the way to the pre-
production samples, based on clients’ requests and modications. The 
department settles delivery dates based on the plan requested, and the 
quantities demanded. After reaching a point of equilibrium between both 
the facility and the client, the merchandising ofcers forward the pre-
productions samples to the production stage.

An incorporated department that coordinates all the production 
procedures, including the time frame needed for production, the usage of 
the fabrics, and the packing list of the nal goods for the shipment.

The facility has a specialized sampling room that coherently ows with the 
clients’ preferences for the requested designs and specs. In further 
development, the clients have the legitimacy of making the nal approvals 
of the invented samples before initiating production. The sampling 
department forwards the approved pre-production samples to start the 
production of the requested quantities.

Assigned designers approve the nal style of the commodity through a chain 
of decisions passed from the previous departments.

MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT

PLANNING

SAMPLING

PATTERN & CUTTING DEPARTMENT



Knit            10 Production Lines                 12000 pcs / Day
Woven      8 Production Lines                   800 pcs / Day

PRODUCTION LINES

Premium quality of fabrics, provided initially by our Chinese sourcing ofce,
based on clients requests.

WAREHOUSES

CURRENT PRODUCTION CAPACITY

Per Day

20,000Pcs

DZ 1,666 43,333 520,000

520,000 6,240,000

Per Month Annual

8000







SNAPSHOTS FROM DENIM LAUNDRY 
Capacity: 200,000 PCS / MONTH
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PONTE & NYLON’S ROMA













We Produce Denim Fabric







MEN DENIM SHORTS













MEN CARGO SHORTS
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SPORTS WEAR AND LEISURE











SLEEP WEAR









ACTIVE WEAR







KIDS KNITS









WOVEN AND KNITS PRODUCTS

MASS PRODUCTION

200,000 PCS/MONTH

UP TO 18 PRODUCTION LINES

ALL FOR ONE TARGET

2000 SPECIALIZED WORKERS

PREMIUM QUALITY, HUGE QUANTITY, CHALLENGE PRICES 

Scan this QR code for a virtual 
factory experience & E-catalog copy

Abo-Seer Bridge, Sakkara Tourist 
Road, Mariotyan Giza, Egypt

www.winitex-eg.com info@winitex-eg.com 
rubamazroua@gmail.com +20111404485000

@winitex @winitex-eg


